New On Video & DVD
Blades of Glory Two comedic heavy hitters, Will Ferrell (Anchorman: The Legend Of Ron Burgundy)
and Jon Heder (Napoleon Dynamite), join forces to push the boundaries of slapstick with their iceskating farce, Blades Of Glory. Rival skaters Chazz Michael Michaels (Ferrell) and Jimmy MacElroy
(Heder) begrudgingly set out to attempt a historical comeback in the pair-skating program after being
banned in the men’s figure skating category after an unsportsmanlike scuffle. MacElroy’s former
coach (Craig T. Nelson) provides them with the tough-love coaching they so desperately need.
Despite their absurdity, the duo aren’t previous award winners for nothing, and their combined talent
threatens the position of fellow American skating champions--brother and sister pair-skating team
Stranz and Fairchild Van Waldenberg, who are played by real-life husband and wife Will Arnett and
Amy Poehler. But while Stranz and Fairchild Van Waldenberg may turn on the charm for their adoring
public, they reveal their true colors as they connive to sabotage Michaels and MacElroy in their
efforts to regain the championship. Ferrell's turn as the loud-talking, ego-swelling, hard-partying sexaddict skater is an abrasive and shrilling contrast to Heder’s innocent, cherub-faced prodigal son.
Poehler and Arnett are splendid as the biting antagonists, and demonstrate a masterful understanding
of how to portray characters full of spite and self-indulgence. Blades Of Glory is full of gut-busting
wisecracks and painfully funny imagery, and will undoubtedly leave fans hoping that Ferrell and
Heder will team up again for more hilarity and outlandish entertainment. Paramount
South Park Season 10 What began as a construction-paper film short evolved into a veritable popculture phenomenon for Trey Parker and Matt Stone's outrageous animated comedy series South Park.
Centered on the hilarious misadventures of four potty-mouthed grade-schoolers in the perpetually
wintry environs of South Park, Colorado, the series skewers the vagaries of the modern American cultural landscape with politically incorrect humor and satirical plotlines ranging from homophobia and
terrorism to boy bands and talking poo. This collection presents all 14 episodes from the long-running
series' 10th season. Disc 1 disc includes the following episodes: "The Return of Chef," "Smug Alert!,"
"Cartoon Wars (Part 1)," "Cartoon Wars (Part 2)" and "A Million Little Fibers. "Additional
ctors:April Stewart, Peter Serafinowicz, Adrien Beard, Juan Kimmelini, Kyle McCulloch, Dave
Tennant, Jane Bussmann, Vernon Chatman, Nicole Draco. Disc 2 includes the following episodes:
"Manbearpig," "Tsst," "Make Love, Not Warcraft," "Mystery of the Urinal Deuce" and "Miss Teacher
Bangs a Boy." Additional Actors: April Stewart, Milan Agnone, Griffin Lennon, Adrien Beard, Kyle
McCulloch, Jessie Thomas, Katharine Howell. Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "Hell on Earth
2006," "Go God Go," "Go God Go XII" and "Stanley's Cup." Additional Actors: April Stewart,
Eldridge Hudson, Kyle McCulloch, Juan Kimmelini, Shane Stephenson, Timothy Napoli, Katharine
Howell, Lance Ho. Paramount
The Odd Couple Second Season Their characters may have been brought to the big screen by Jack
Lemmon and Walter Matthau, but Tony Randall and Jack Klugman went on to match, and arguably
surpass, their predecessors' portrayals with the classic 1970s television series The Odd Couple. Based
on Neil Simon's hit Broadway play of the same name, the beloved sitcom chronicled the charmingly
antagonistic friendship between neat freak Felix Unger (Randall) and carefree slob Oscar Madison
(Klugman), whose polar-opposite personalities hilariously clashed after they became unwilling roommates following their respective divorces. Produced by TV impresario Garry Marshall. The Odd
Couple stands as one of the true greats in television history. This collection presents the Emmy
Award-winning series' second season in its entirety. Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "Natural
Childbirth," "Felix's Wife's Boyfriend," "Hospital Mates," "Sleepwalker," "A Grave For Felix" and
"Murray The Fink." Additional Actors:Hilary Thompson, Al Molinaro, Janis Hansen, Joan Hotchkis,
Fred Beir, Peggy Doyle, Ivor Francis, Ken Sansom, Larry Gelman. Disc 2 includes the following
episodes: "Does Your Mother Know You're Out, Rigoletto?," "The Fat Farm," "The Odd Couple Meet
Their Host," "Win One For Felix," "Being Divorced Is Never Having To Say I Do" and "Surprise!
Surprise!." Additional Actors: Annik Borel, Janice Carroll, Norbert Schiller, Frank Corsentino, David
Steinberg, Willie Aames, Billy Sands, Brett Somers, Pamelyn Ferdin, Cindy Eilbacher. Disc 3
includes the following episodes: "Felix the Calypso Singer," "And Leave The Greyhounds To Us?,"
"Security Arms," "Speak For Yourself," "You Saved My Life" and "Where's Grandpa?." Additional
Actors:Barbara Colby, Joan Hotchkis, Vito Scotti, Phil Leeds, John Fiedler, Janis Hansen, Ronda
Copland, Dale Ishimoto, Guy Lee, Ann Doran, Madge Kennedy, Garry Walberg. Disc 4 includes the
following episodes: "Partner's Investment," "Good, Bad Boy," "A Night to Dismember," "Oscar's
Promotion" and "Psychic, Shmychic." Additional Actors: Pat Morita, James Van Patten, Gerald
Michenaud, Johnny Silver, Arch Johnson, Brett Somers, Joan Van Ark, Peter Hobbs, Jack Soo, Herbie
Faye, Bernie Kopell. Paramount
Stray Cats The bond between gay men and straight women is explored in this affecting dramedy from
the Philippines which chronicles the friendship of Boyet (Ricky Davao) and his neighbor Martha
(Irma Adlawan). While Boyet's on-again, off-again boyfriend has a frustratingly flexible sexual identity, Martha has problems of her own managing a long-term romance. Lauren Novero, Reggie Curley
also star. Ariztical Entertainment
Bob Saget That Anin't Right Well-known television personality Bob Saget -- perhaps best known for
his portrayal of squeaky-clean TV dad Danny Tanner on "Full House" -- headlines an unpredictable
evening of adult-flavored comedy in this raucous stand-up special. Highlights include Saget's performance of "Danny Tanner Is Not Gay," a pop parody set to the tune of the Backstreet Boys' "I Want
It That Way," and the music video "Rollin' with Saget" featuring Jamie Kennedy. Warner
Stargate SG-1 Season 10 This sci-fi series really goes where no one has gone before. Though it's not
as ingrained in the public consciousness as Star Trek and its spin-offs, Stargate SG-1 outlasted each of
the shows in the Gene Roddenberry universe, making it to a landmark ten seasons. Like in the film
StargatE, the SG-1 team uses stargates to travel the universe, exploring the stars as they fight the
Goa'uld, the Replicators, and the Ori. In the ninth and tenth season, series regular Richard Dean
Anderson is only making occasional appearances, but the void is filled by veteran actor Beau Bridges
and Farscape alums Ben Browder and Claudia Black. This release includes every episode of the
series' tenth season, including fan favorite "200," featuring Anderson and Sex & The City's Willie
Garson. Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "Flesh and Blood," "Morpheus," "The Pegasus
Project" and "Insiders." Additional Actors: Robert Picardo, Jodelle Ferland, Tim Guinee, Patrick
Gilmore, Robin Mossley, Benjamin Ratner, Chris Bradford, Matthew Glave, Matthew Walker, Gary
Jones, David Nykl, Torri Higginson, Sarah Strange, Chelah Horsdal, David Hewlett, Joe Flanigan.
Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "Uninvited," "200," "Counterstrike" and "Memento Mori."
Additional Actors: Keegan Connor Tracy, Jodie Graham, Biski Gugushe, Jason Bryden, John Murphy,
Gary Jones, Peter DeLuise, Trevor Devall, Julie Johnson, Barbara Kottmeier, Cory Monteith, Isaac
Hayes, Richard Dean Anderson, Don S. Davis, Willie Garson, Tony Amendola, Morena Baccarin,
Sylvesta Stuart, David Andrews, Richard White, Patricia Harras, Peter Benson, Brian Davies, Don
Stark, Sonya Salomaa, Brendan Beiser, Phillip Mitchell. Disc 3 includes the following episodes:
"Company of Thieves," "The Quest (Part 1)," "The Quest (Part 2)" and "Line in the Sand." Additional
Actors: Matthew Glave, Eric Steinberg, Gary Jones, Adrien Dorval, Hawthorne James, Michael
Rogers, Scott McNeil, Sean Campbell, Timothy Paul Perez, Rudolf Martin, Cliff Simon, Beverley
Breuer, Doug Abrahams, Rod Loomis, Stephen Holmes, Matthew Walker, Aisha Hinds, Aaron
Craven, Greg Anderson, Tim Guinee. Disc 4 includes the following episodes: "The Road Not Taken,"
"The Shroud," "Bounty" and "Bad Guys." Additional Actors: Bill Dow, Michael Chase, Billy
Mitchell, Robert Mann, Don S. Davis, Kavan Smith, David Hewlett, Kendall Cross, Morena Baccarin,
Robert Picardo, Christopher Gaze, Richard Dean Anderson, Eric Steinberg, Noah Danby, Anne Marie
Loder, David Lovgren, Mike Dopud, Ian Robison, Jody Thompson, Mark Brandon, Ed Anders, Sean
Allen, Joshua Malina, Alistair Abell, Ron Canada, Richard Zeman. Disc 5 includes the following
episodes: "Talion," "Family Ties," "Dominion" and "Unending." Additional Actors: Lexa Doig, Gary
Jones, Craig Fairbrass, John Tench, Peter Kent, Bill Dow, Dan Shea, Fred Willard, Fulvio Cecere,
Morena Baccarin, Cliff Simon, Peter Flemming, Jonathan Walker, Michael Shanks. Fox
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Legion of Super Heroes: Volume 1 In the first volume of episodes from this animated DC Comics
spinoff, the Legion of Superheroes travels back in time to the 21st century to recruit Superman, only
to learn that he's still living as Clark Kent and has yet to embrace his superpowers. Can the crew help
this yet-to-be-super young man realize his destiny and gain his help against a formidable group of villains in the 31st century? Warner
Tradition Never Graduates: A Season Inside Notre Dame Football This behind-the-scenes look at
Notre Dame football takes you into the locker room with coach Charlie Weis, puts you on the field for
team practices and captures the celebrations and enthusiasm of die-hard Fighting Irish fans. Notre
Dame's football program is renowned for its long-standing traditions and history of excellence; this
sports showcase offers exclusive access to the fabled team's coaches, players, fans and unique culture.
Genius
Honor Roll The Best of College Football Vol. 1 Take an in-depth look at the top college quarterbacks, rivalries and coaches in the first volume of this compilation of the best moments and personalities in the game. ESPN's Rece Davis hosts the program from the College Football Hall of Fame in
South Bend, Ind. Included are interviews with Joe Montana, Roger Staubach, Bill Walsh and others,
along with a condensed version of the 2006 Michigan vs. Ohio State game, Heisman ceremonies and
more. ESPN/Genius
Honor Roll The Best of College Football Vol. 2 Take an in-depth look at the top college running
backs, the greatest bowl games and the best defenders in the second volume of this compilation of the
finest moments and personalities in the game. ESPN's Rece Davis hosts the program from the College
Football Hall of Fame in South Bend, Ind. Relive highlights from the 2006 Rose Bowl between Texas
and USC, the 2003 Fiesta Bowl that went into double overtime and much more. ESPN/Genius
Broken English Stars Posey as Nora Wilder, a thirtysomething whose disastrous dating experiences in
the Big Apple have put her on the verge of giving up all hope when it comes to love and happiness.
Constant comparisons to her best friend Audrey’s (Drea de Matteo) seemingly perfect marriage, and
her overbearing mother’s (Gena Rowlands) fixations on her single status wear on Nora, making her
vulnerable to even the slightest hint of male attention, like the advances she gets from a sexy and
famous actor (Justin Theroux) who begins bunking at the chic hotel where she works. After a string of
equally failed attempts, Nora starts to wonder if there’s something wrong with her. It’s at this ultimate
low when a visiting Frenchman (Melvil Poupaud) swoops in with charm and aggressively woos Nora,
who, despite being filled with reluctance, cannot shake the feeling that this one might be different.
Posey displays palpable desperation and convincing loneliness as a woman at the age when societal
pressure to settle down reaches a peak. While many chick lit titles have tackled this topic, Cassavetes
does so with realism and respect. She infuses her film with great sadness but also hope, making Nora
a unique character despite her potentially clichéd predicament. Magnolia
Diana Last Days of a Princess Released 10 years after the tragic 1997 death of Princess Diana of
Wales, this controversial documentary recounts the final two weeks of her life through revealing interviews and dramatized reenactments. Highlights include interviews with biographer Andrew Morton;
bodyguard Kez Wingfield; Dodi Al-Fayed's father and masseuse; and Jean-François Musa, owner of
the Etoile Limousine service. Fox
Reel Talent: First Films by Legendary Directors A film aficionado's delight, this collection compiles
the early creations of some of cinema's most prominent directors. The short films include "Electronic
Labyrinth" and "1:42:08: A Man and His Car" from George Lucas; Jon Turteltaub's "Whatever It
Takes"; "The Lift" and "A Field of Honor" from Robert Zemeckis; Richard Kelly's "The Goodbye
Place"; and many more. Some of the auteurs, including Lucas and Zemeckis, provide insightful commentary. Fox
Thomas & Friends Carnival Capers Join Thomas the Tank Engine and friends in six fun-filled
adventures about helping others. Thomas swallows his pride and accepts help from new engine Rosie
in "Thomas and the Birthday Mail," Sir Handel admits to a problem in "A Smooth Ride," and Percy
has trouble remembering orders when he becomes controller for a day in "The Green Controller."
Other episodes include "Percy and the Carnival," "Edward Strikes Out" and "Thomas' Frosty Friend."
Fox
Flight 29 Down Volume 2 Seven students en route to Micronesia for an eco-adventure tour find themselves marooned on a tropical island after their flight crashes. Stranded, they must learn to rise above
their differences and trust one another if they're to survive. Through teamwork and determination, the
group of teens, played in part by Corbin Bleu (High School Musical) and Hallee Hirsh ("Grey's
Anatomy"), tackle one harrowing adventure after another. Discovery Kids
Kickin' It Old Skool A 1980s-pop-culture factoid-infested comedy, Jamie Kennedy stars as Justin
Schumacher, a former break-dancing child prodigy, who wakes up 20 years after a disastrously daring
dance move left him in a coma. Justin quickly discovers that his hospital bills have put his parents
(played by perpetual character actors Debra Jo Rupp and Christopher McDonald) in a financial bind,
and he is determined to help them out by getting his old dancing team, the Funky Fresh Boys, together and enter a $100,000 dance contest at the local mall. In between brushing up on his break-dancing
and adapting to the technological advances and evolved fashions that surround him, Justin tries to
rekindle what he had with his teenage sweetheart, Jenny (Maria Menounos), but unfortunately she is
engaged to his childhood arch-nemesis, Kip (Michael Rosenbaum). The pressure is on for Justin to
either choose to make up for lost time--win Jen’s heart and the dance contest--or accept adulthood and
move on. Fox
The Darwin Awards A forensic detective and an insurance claims investigator set out to find what
makes potential Darwin Award winners tick in Finn Taylor's dark comedy. Assigned to create a profile
for people who accidentally kill themselves in idiotic ways, detective Burrows (Joseph Fiennes) and
insurance investigator Siri (Winona Ryder) meet some of the world's most dangerously creative
minds. David Arquette, Juliette Lewis and Wilmer Valderrama co-star. Fox
Elvis The Miniseries Golden Globe winner Jonathan Rhys Meyers stars as Elvis in this miniseries that
follows the King from his humble beginnings through his rise to superstardom, including his affair
with Ann-Margret (Rose McGowan) and management by impresario "Colonel" Tom Parker (Randy
Quaid). Elvis's relationships with his mother (Camryn Manheim) and producer Sam Phillips (Tim
Guinee) are also dramatized in the first biographical film to use Elvis's master recordings. Anchor Bay
Roseanne Season 8 Season eight of Roseanne continues the legendary series with equal dashes of
hilarity and the bizarre. Lecy Goranson returns as Becky, a pregnant Roseanne plays a pregnant
Roseanne, and John Goodman (Dan) fills in for a grown up DJ (Michael Fishman). Along the way the
loose meat saga continues, Darlene gets married, and Dan has a heart attack. In some ways a foreshadowing of the complete turnaround of season nine, season eight is filled with inside jokes, nods to
other historic TV shows, and plenty of self-referential humor. Disc 1 includes the following episodes:
"Shower the People You Love with Stuff," "Let Them Eat Junk," "Roseanne in the Hood," "The Last
Date," "Halloween: The Final Chapter" and "The Fifties Show." Additional Actors: Michael O'Keefe,
Sandra Bernhard, Natalie West, Estelle Parsons, Pat Harrington Jr., Shecky Greene, Ed McMahon.
Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "The Getaway, Almost," "The Last Thursday in November,"
"Of Mice and Dan," "Direct to Video," "December Bride," "The Thrilla Near the Vanilla Extract,"
"White Sheep of the Family" and "Becky Howser, M.D." Additional Actors: David Strickland, Jenna
Elfman, Colleen Camp, Estelle Parsons, Floyd 'Red Crow' Westerman, John Popper, June Lockhart,
Norm Crosby, Alexis Arquette, Kathryn Joosten, Stan Freberg, Michael O'Keefe, Fred Willard. Disc 3
includes the following episodes: "Out of the Past," "Construction Junction," "We're Going to Disney
World," "Disney World War II" and "Springtime for David." Additional Actors: Shelley Winters,
James Pickens Jr., Fred Willard, John McConnell, Tiny Tim, Estelle Parsons, Eric Dane, James
LeGros, J. Robin Miller, Sean O'Bryan. Disc 4 includes the following episodes: "Another Mouth to
Shut Up," "Morning Becomes Obnoxious," "Ballroom Blitz," "The Wedding," "Heart & Soul" and
"Fights & Stuff." Additional Actors: Jeffrey Nordling, Tony Curtis, Kathryn Joosten, Estelle Parsons,
Shelley Winters, Jana Robbins. Anchor Bay
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Warner Oland is Charlie Chan Volume 1:Charlie Chan's Secret When the potential heirs of a family
fortune develop a nasty habit of getting murdered, it's up to ace sleuth Charlie Chan (Warner Oland)
to protect dowager Henrietta Lowell (Henrietta Crosman) from harm. After apparently failing in this
task, Chan unlocks even greater mysteries. Gordon Wiles directs this stylish, fast-paced installment of
the beloved Charlie Chan series, which features a spooky mansion, sketchy mystics and a hair-raising
séance., Charlie Chan on Broadway A New York nightclub singer (Louise Henry) hatches a plan to
expose a list of gangsters in her diary. But when she gets murdered and the diary goes missing,
Charlie Chan (Warner Oland) and his trusty son Lee (Keye Luke) are on the case. Chan must team up
with a smarty-pants reporter and a pretty photojournalist to hunt down the killer in this fun and twistfilled mystery from the beloved detective series., Charlie Chan in the Black Camel "Death is a black
camel that kneels unbidden at every gate." These wise, cryptic words come courtesy of beloved movie
sleuth Charlie Chan (Warner Oland), who investigates the murder of film starlet Sheila Fayne
(Dorothy Revier) in this early installment from the Chan series. Horror icon Bela Lugosi co-stars as
the renowned psychic Tarneverro, who confronts Fayne about her dark relationship history. Charlie
Chan at Monte Carlo Charlie Chan was the Jessica Fletcher of the 1930s; no matter where he took a
vacation, someone got murdered! This time, the wily Chan (Warner Oland) and son Lee (Keye Luke)
are on holiday in Monte Carlo when a casino messenger is killed while en route to Paris. The messenger was carrying a million dollars' worth of bonds, which passes through several hands in the course
of the film. One of the prime suspects is a Chicago gangster, working incognito as the casino bartender at least until he's bumped off as well. The motivating factor behind all the mayhem is womanwith-a-past Virginia Field, who, though she turns out not to be the killer, is as morally guilty as the
genuine culprit. Charlie Chan at Monte Carlo represented Warner Oland's final appearance as the
aphorism-spouting oriental detective; he died suddenly in August of 1938. Fox
Six Days In June The War That Redefined The Middle East Short-lived but revolutionary, the Six
Day War transformed the map of the Middle East, forging many of the conflicts that continue to
plague the region. Using firsthand accounts and recently declassified information, this documentary
not only explores the war--waged between Israel and its Arab neighbors--but also the forces and individuals that led to it, and its far-reaching consequences. WGBH Boston
UFC Classis Collection Where It All Began Vol 1-4 The Ultimate Fighting Championship (UFC) is a
U.S.-based mixed martial arts division that incorporates elements of karate, jiu jitsu, Muay Thai, boxing, and wrestling into a no-holds-barred style of fighting known for its brutality. This collection presents classic matches from the UFC's early days, featuring legendary fighters like Royce Gracie, Ken
Shamrock, Randy Couture, and Bas Rutten in thrilling bouts of hand-to-hand combat. Lions Gates
Jericho on Scotland Yard 2 Robert Lindsey stars as Chief Detective Michael Jericho, one of Scotland
Yard's finest officers in post-war London. In To Murder and Create, a scientist involved in atomic
weapons research is brutally murdered on Valentine's Day. Was this murder politically motivated? In
The Hollow Men as great smog envelops the city shutting it down, a serial killer begins targeting couples. Deadly secrets are revealed as Jericho's team investigates further. WGBH Boston
Confess A mischievous computer hacker (Eugene Byrd) becomes a media darling when he begins
broadcasting the bad behavior of prominent businessmen, politicians and other elite power brokers
using a clever arrangement of hidden cameras. With the help of an enthusiastic accomplice (Ali
Larter, of "Heroes" fame), he's become more powerful than he ever intended. But is he destined to
stay on top or be toppled? MTI
Movin' Too Fast Hitting the highway for a girl-powered road trip seemed like a good idea to law students Melissa (Marquita Terry) and Nina (Layla Alexander) -- that is, until they realize that they're
being tailed by a sadistic psycho. After pulling over for a man they think is a police officer, the girls
unwittingly become the target in a dangerous game of cat and mouse. But are they destined to be
caught like two rats in a trap? MTI
Mustang Sally's Horror House Looking for a little fun before resuming another grueling semester at
college, six buddies visit Mustang Sally's whorehouse, where they expect the madam to introduce
them to the girls of their dreams. As it turns out, however, the madam has more on her mind than passion, and the lads soon find themselves lured into a trap from which they may never escape in this
campy horror treat starring Elizabeth Daily, Lindsey Labrum and Mark Parrish. MTI
Degrassi High Complete Collection The child stars of Canadian television drama The Kids Of
Degrassi Street grew to adolescence in the spin-off series Degrassi Junior High. Expanding on the
realism that made its predecessor such a hit, the spin-off tackled a wide range of issues plaguing modern teens--from popularity, dating, and sex, to the death of a parent, domestic abuse, and drugs--with a
groundbreaking frankness that influenced later teen soap operas such as Beverly Hills 90210. All 28
episodes of the powerful groundbreaking Canadian junior high school drama series that presents a
teen's-eye-view on life. Covering a wide range of teenage issues from drinking and rumors to rebellion and death. A classic for teens of all ages. WGBH Boston
Growing Up Creepie Creepie Creecher is the ultimate outsider primarily because she's a girl who's
being raised by a family of bugs. So when she's sent to school to interact with actual human beings,
she finds out she has a lot to learn. The biggest catch is that Creepie can't reveal anything to her new
friends about her home life at the abandoned Dweezwold mansion. After all, if she did, her adoptive
parents could get exterminated! Genius
Tutenstein Vol. 3 Three thousand years after his accidental death, the young mummy
Tutankhensetamun is reawakened to take on the present day. Aided by archaeology student Cleo and
her cat Luxor, Tut lurches his way into trouble in four fright-filled episodes. "Day of the Undead,"
"Ghostbusted," "The King of Memphis" and "Fearless" are the adventures included from this
Discovery Kids series, which received a Daytime Emmy Award for Outstanding Animated Program.
Genius
Solar Energy: Saved by the Sun Let the sun shine in! Can the deployment of solar energy reward the
country with cheaper, more efficient, and independently generated power? This informative program
from "Nova" includes insights from both solar proponents and skeptics, as well as a chronicle of the
innovative work being done by scientists attempting to harness the sun's energy for practical use.
WGBH Boston
Novel Romance Traci Lords, Paul Johansson, Sherilyn Fenn and Mariette Hartley star in this romantic
comedy. Magazine editor Max Normane (Lords) has it all: looks, brains and self-assurance. She lacks
one thing she wants, though -- a baby. Hard-to-please Max wants a progeny who can edit and write,
so when egotistical but gifted author Jake Benjamin (Johansson) enters her life, she makes a Faustian
bargain: Jake's sperm in return for publishing his book. Monarch
Johnny Be Good / Youngblood JOHNNY BE GOOD: Football star Johnny is torn between the myriad temptations proferred by by flashy college recruiters and the solemn promise he made to his sweetheart--that they would attend their local university together. YOUNGBLOOD: Dean Youngblood
(Rob Lowe), a sensitive young farm boy, fights against the odds as he struggles to succeed in the brutal sport of ice hockey. He soon falls in love with the daughter of his no-nonsense coach, which lies at
odds with the fighting which is a necessity in the sport for him to be noticed by professional hockey
scouts. Fox
Fatal Beauty / Running Scared FATAL BEAUTY: A tough female plainclothes officer hunts down
the murderous drug dealers who are spreading a stolen shipment of poisoned cocaine all over L.A.
RUNNING SCARED: Two wild Chicago cops use their unorthodox tactics to nab a notorious drug
runner before they begin their retirement in the land of warmth and women, Key West. Fox
Class / Secret Admirer CLASS: A delightful comedy/drama about the outrageous sexual exploits of
two young prep school students (Rob Lowe and Andrew McCarthy) who's friendship is painfully tested when one of them has an affair with the other's seductive mother (Jacqueline Bisset). SECRET
ADMIRER: A love letter written by a moonstruck high school girl falls into the wrong hands, setting
into motion a series of comic events. Fox

